Sample Wine Flight
1

Edition Bee, Riesling Mosel, 2015, Honigberg, Germany
This wine takes you through three well defined levels of flavour – starting with a
‘phantom’ spritz across the back of the palate, before rising into an almost sherryesque aromatic dryness, then finishing on a beautiful note of baking apples. Sweet and
savoury and strong balance against each other to set and re-set the palate with every
mouthful.

2

The Arrogant Frog, Lily Pad White, Chardonnay, 2015, Pézènas, France
A really refreshing and classical nose is just the beginning for this wine, as it starts with
the true, sweetened, buttery charm of any great Chardonnay. This flavour very quickly
thickens into a tastily smoky flavour with a slightly meaty edge, finishing with an apple
sweetened tang.

3

Prosa, Pinot Noir Frizzante-Secco, 2014, Austria
Delightful sparkling rosé which is surprisingly salient and savoury despite the strong
undertones of classic rosé florality and strawberry tones. A nice effervescence of
almond and soft acacia make this a very drinkable wine, and a perfect umami touch to
meal.

4

Chateau Rochecolombe, Côtes du Rhône, 2013, France
This wine represents a great blend of Grenache and Syrah grapes from old vines that
are over 50 years old. The flavours are rich and surprisingly on the lighter side of fruity
considering the grape varieties, starting with blackberry and cherry before growing into
an almost jammy, strawberry essence and a light smoky finish.

5

Le Noisette, Gros Manseng, 2015, Gascony, France
Technically speaking, this is no dessert wine, but a savoury wine with sweet elements at
the right time and in the right places. This wine exhibits a lovely aroma and palate of
stone fruits, with apricots, peaches, melon and cream being the dominant flavours.
Paired with a lovely, herbaceous and savoury aftertaste, this is a moreish wine that will
cleanse the palate beautifully.
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